A. POLICY

The Department may allow utilization of temporary construction power through the main electrical building service for tract home developments single family residence (SFR) only. The intent of this policy is to provide a power source for the construction of the building without having to use a temporary power pole.

B. PROCEDURE

Requirements:

1. Active building and electrical permits for the dwelling must be issued prior to utilizing the option for temporary power through the main electrical building service.

2. Authorization for temporary power shall be requested and approved prior to scheduling inspection.

3. The electrical panel shall be installed in accordance with the National Electric Code and NV Energy installation guidelines.

4. SFRs cannot be occupied until all the inspections are approved and the certificate of occupancy is granted.

Process:

1. Electrical meter tag inspection 3395 shall be scheduled after panel installation is complete and prior to framing inspection.

2. Inspections will be performed, and if approved shall be resulted using inspection code 3395.

3. Computer entries shall be recorded in accordance with established inspection procedures.
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